
Split one zone down the middle with s. On one half, set up

two nets. On the other side, split it into half again using s.

Start the drill with  1 dumping a puck into each zone

on that side of the ice.

Both 1's race to the far puck and engage in 1 vs 1 keep away.

Both 2's race to the puck in the closest zone and play 1 v 1

keep away.

After 15 seconds, whistle blows.  2 dumps a puck in the zone

with two nets.  & 2 engage in a 2 vs 2 against  & 

in that zone. At the same time,  1 starts 3's and 4's in

the next round of 1 vs 1's.

MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK
Created by: Jon Ammerman, Moorhead High School's Boys Varsity
Coach

Key Points

Emphasize puck possession and compete level

Manage work-to-rest ratio depending on age group

Drill is setup with one offensive player ( ) and one defensive player (
) about a stick length apart with cones to mark how far offensive

player can go back and forth (15-20 feet), offensive player is facing the
coach and defensive player has their back to the coach. On the whistle
offensive player moves back and forth, defensive player mirrors their
movement and tries to stay between offensive player and coach.
Offensive player calls for the puck when they want it and attacks the
closest net with defensive player backchecking.
Progression- have the defensive player try to keep play in front of them
and head on a swivel switching between coach and offensive player.

Key Points

Good stops and starts/acceleration

Defensive player with good stick in passing lane and stick on

puck when trying to defend
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Putting it together- offensive/defensive habits

Air Force 2v2 10 mins
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Mirror Shootout 7 mins
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Simple 3v2 game where defenders must remain inside the circle.
Forwards must remain close to the circle as well but can move a little to
open up passing lanes. Goal is to get the puck moving around for a
quality scoring chance. 
Progressions:

Shot can only be taken on cross circle pass

Can change up the number of defenders in a circle to focus on

offense or defense respectively

Key Points

Find a passing lane

Don't telegraph pass, keep your head up

Defenders- stick on the ice to eliminate passing lanes

Game starts with coach dumping a puck on net, two players race for
1v1 battle down low, whoever gains possession is on offense and trying
to score. On change of possession player must pass to shooter ( )
who skates with the puck and must shoot from any gap in the tires
changing the point of attack. Shooter Play out the 1v1 for 30 seconds.
Progressions:

Shooter ( ) moves around to receive a puck from anywhere,

but must shoot from a different gap from where they received a

pass.

Add a shooter for each team so 1v1 players must identify

teammate to pass puck on change of possession.

Can play 2v2 with similar rules.

Key Points

Both players need to crash the net after the pass, either for

tip/rebound or to clear the puck and try to gain possession.

Defender remain with attacking player, not attacking the

shooter.

3vs3 or 2v2 (in smaller space) game where each team has a "Gretzky"
behind the opposing net that they have to pass to before they can
attack. "Gretzky" cannot score and must stay behind the goaline at all
times. Defending team can't pressure Gretz behind the net. If short on
goalies can play with one net and players must pass to the person
behind the net on change of possession. 
Progressions:

Defending players can pressure the Gretzky to force a play

Offensive team can activate Gretzky by conducting a scissor

move with him. Once activated Gretzky can join the game to

make it a man advantage. If the opposition gains possession

Gretzky must return behind his net.

Key Points

Players should not focus on covering "Gretzky", rather covering

the players on offence

3v2 Circle Game 7 mins

Shooting Lanes 1v1 7 mins
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Small Area Game - Gretzky 7 mins



Multiple variations of small area battles. Coach draws goalline on the
ice

Players play 1v1/2v2, before they can go on offense, they must

take the puck below the goal line

2v1/3v1, one player must remain below the goal line

1v1/2v2, players must pass to player behind the net on change

of possession

Net facing boards, 1v1 small area

2vs2 game where each team has two   stationed at each half

wall

 on each team must play stationary 

Coach dumps in puck to begin play

Each team's  s must battle for the puck and pass it to their

respective 

Key Points

Forwards, battling for net front positioning and jumping on

rebounds

Defense, low hard shots

Play must go D-D

Goal Line Game Variations 7 mins

Small Area Game - USAH DZ 10 mins
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